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Important Note: This is one of two sheets that make up this puzzle! Why two sheets? I wanted to 
see what it would be like to design a puzzle that not only allows cosolving, but actively welcomes it. 
Therefore: consider finding someone else, giving them Sheet B, and then cosolving the puzzle without 
looking at each other’s sheets. See how it goes! (This is just a serving suggestion; feel free to cosolve 
with both partners looking at both sheets. Or to solve it alone; the puzzle’s in your hands now.) 
 
Many restaurants specify “no substitutions” on their menus. Not here! In fact, every entry has had a 
food item substituted for another, similar item. To substitute one item for another, simply replace all 
of the letters of the first, in order, with the letters of the second. Substituted items will always be the 
same length, and will never have the same letter in the same position. 
 This is a sustainable puzzle, though, so when X replaces Y, we don’t just throw away the latter; 
instead, Y has replaced X in some entry on sheet B. Talk to your cosolver to see if they can find the 
entry that traded an ingredient with yours. The two lists aren’t in the same order—the ingredient from 
your first entry won’t necessarily swap with an ingredient from your cosolver’s first entry! 
 When you’re done, take the number after each entry and use it as an index into the 
corresponding entry on the other sheet that that entry swapped ingredients with, and together you’ll 
find an appropriate dessert. (A “just dessert”, you might say. But you shouldn’t.) 
 

Amuse-Bouche (Example) 
 
  D I   S  CO       (2nd of other word)                      M E    TAL  (14th of other word) 

OEMEPUT ALMPLEX [2] = E FEDMI FASCOE [14] = X 

 
Category: Musical genres 

 

Appetizer (Warmup Puzzle A) 
 
The two columns here simulate the two sheets. The swapped items here are not food; their categories 
are below the definitions. 
 

SLATOFUL DTAH [10] ARIEINIA WSOLF [1] 

 

AMSOLATEGY FABUIOUC [12] POLRYISHDER [3] 

 

BOVIDRNG PASSGO [5] ABERICUN LOTHLS [8] 

 

ATEZXAG GRACS [11] GREAM AIPECTNTIONE [1] 

 

CORGERAR PUNMANMENT [10] GRAP EN EDE WRIST [9] 

 
Clues: British sitcom about Edina and Patsy • Charles Dickens novel •  

Draw voting districts in a distorted way • Hymn written by a reformed slave trader • 
Minimal reprimand • Nicole Kidman won an Oscar for playing her • Painting featuring a pitchfork • 

Severe physical reprimand • They get you onto planes • “Uncle John’s Band” band 
 

Categories: Deadly sins • European languages • NBA teams • US states • Zodiac signs 



Much gratitude to NPLer eh for testolving. 

Substitutions Welcome: Sheet A 
by TAHNAN, Arlington MA, for RockOn!, Boulder 2019 

 

The Main Course 
 

See other side for complete instructions (including what to do with Sheet B). 
 
Phrase Ingredient Replacement Index Phrase/letter from Sheet B 
     

POD AND BRRAKKAST _______ _______ [9] _______________: __ 

     

CHGER RRINDYR _______ _______ [5] _______________: __ 

     

GLOWI THNATEE _______ _______ [10] _______________: __ 

     

TAPIRO-MAUTE _______ _______ [2] _______________: __ 

     

SURG OF PLANTR _______ _______ [2] _______________: __ 

     

PRIMATE USVTSTIARTOD _______ _______ [2] _______________: __ 

     

LOLA HMNDBES _______ _______ [3] _______________: __ 

     

THYTMELE DAY _______ _______ [1] _______________: __ 

     

RRRSCHICH CEET _______ _______ [1] _______________: __ 

     

VBNN RIIGRAE _______ _______ [7] _______________: __ 

     

HEIMTRCH MANEUIPE _______ _______ [3] _______________: __ 

     

LOUNTEIM ONAT _______ _______ [1] _______________: __ 

 
Clues for entries on this sheet 
• Food-filled symbol of abundance 
• It might have “pancakes” at the intersection of “food” and “circles” 
• It uses ten “psychodiagnostic plates” 
• It’s often held together with water and flour 
• July celebration that may feature French food 
• Kind of street performer that’s hard to clue with food (unless you eat monkeys) (please don’t eat 

monkeys) 
• One way to get rid of unwanted food? 
• Place to get both food and lodging 
• Possible effect of overeating on your midsection 
• Protagonist’s profession in Agatha Christie’s Black Coffee or Rex Stout’s Too Many Cooks 
• Ruminant native to the Rockies 
• You could have heard the line “good digestion wait on appetite” during a banquet scene there in 1610 
 



Substitutions Welcome: Sheet B 
by TAHNAN, Arlington MA, for RockOn!, Boulder 2019 

 
Important Note: This is one of two sheets that make up this puzzle! Why two sheets? I wanted to 
see what it would be like to design a puzzle that not only allows cosolving, but actively welcomes it. 
Therefore: consider finding someone else, giving them Sheet A, and then cosolving the puzzle without 
looking at each other’s sheets. See how it goes! (This is just a serving suggestion; feel free to cosolve 
with both partners looking at both sheets. Or to solve it alone; the puzzle’s in your hands now.) 
 
Many restaurants specify “no substitutions” on their menus. Not here! In fact, every entry has had a 
food item substituted for another, similar item. To substitute one item for another, simply replace all 
of the letters of the first, in order, with the letters of the second. Substituted items will always be the 
same length, and will never have the same letter in the same position. 
 This is a sustainable puzzle, though, so when Y replaces X, we don’t just throw away the latter; 
instead, X has replaced Y in some entry on sheet A. Talk to your cosolver to see if they can find the 
entry that traded an ingredient with yours. The two lists aren’t in the same order—the ingredient from 
your first entry won’t necessarily swap with an ingredient from your cosolver’s first entry! 
 When you’re done, take the number after each entry and use it as an index into the 
corresponding entry on the other sheet that that entry swapped ingredients with, and together you’ll 
find an appropriate dessert. (A “just dessert”, you might say. But you shouldn’t.) 
 

Amuse-Bouche (Example) 
 
  D I   S  CO       (2nd of other word)                      M E    TAL  (14th of other word) 

OEMEPUT ALMPLEX [2] = E FEDMI FASCOE [14] = X 

 

Category: Musical genres 
 

Appetizer (Warmup Puzzle B) 
 
The two columns here simulate the two sheets. The swapped items here are not food; their categories 
are below the definitions. 
 

SPOLRAAY TO HENVED [1] TAUT BROUHMN [2] 

 

W BEAINIFTL EIRD [6] MELICIL HLATORC [1] 

 

ANOONB AND CAMOPATAA [6] AHE FTLACH CONNECNITA [7] 

 

EDAGIBIE BSYHELOR [2] GTD YLESS LEERICR [5] 

 

CTPIRAE GNITS ONX [12] GALATAGAS ISIWANS [1] 

 
Clues: 1971 Best Picture winner based on a true story • 2001 Best Picture winner based on a true story 

• Charles Darwin visited them • Eight-minute long rock classic • He may have many suitors • 
 Irving Berlin song made famous by Kate Smith • It’s levied on the profits of stocks and bonds •  

Julián Castro and Vin Diesel both have one (and both are one!) •  
Record of conditions and previous treatments • Shakespeare play that coined the phrase “salad days” 

 
Categories: Countries • Flowers • Seasons • US capitals • US presidents 



Much gratitude to NPLer eh for testolving. 

Substitutions Welcome: Sheet B 
by TAHNAN, Arlington MA, for RockOn!, Boulder 2019 

 

The Main Course 
 

See other side for complete instructions (including what to do with Sheet A). 
 
Phrase Ingredient Replacement Index Phrase/letter from Sheet A 
     

BEALIVX EOTTRR _______ _______ [7] _______________: __ 

     

BEDDEEG CAKR _______ _______ [3] _______________: __ 

     

VENPEILRQCISH _______ _______ [2] _______________: __ 

     

PUMPEONATKSL _______ _______ [5] _______________: __ 

     

VERGEAOUTH LASS _______ _______ [5] _______________: __ 

     

SMIDA TRONBGOE _______ _______ [2] _______________: __ 

     

NABURAL AISTORS IUSLUM _______ _______ [9] _______________: __ 

     

VOINTAIN NEGNDAAR TIME _______ _______ [1] _______________: __ 

     

BEWDEEED MILF _______ _______ [8] _______________: __ 

     

THE OATCRAN IN THE GEE _______ _______ [8] _______________: __ 

     

HCARBOROONH FEIY _______ _______ [3] _______________: __ 

     

ICH EIN EIN BEDLANMR _______ _______ [3] _______________: __ 

 
Clues for entries on this sheet 
• A really talented one might drink water while performing 
• Angsty novel that actually has very little to do with cereal grains 
• Ballad with a refrain that mentions four herbs (replacing the earlier “Sober and grave grows merry 

in time”) 
• Bread whose etymology refers to its indigestibility 
• Durable dairy product 
• Fish better for angling than eating 
• Instrument that lends its name to a long squash that twists back on itself 
• It often has tiers and, unfortunately, fondant 
• Kennedy quote that German speakers didn’t really think was about jelly doughnuts 
• One might have collections of flora and fauna 
• The title character of her first book steals lettuce and radishes 
• Where to find Boulder (at least when it’s colder!) 


